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Paving out "THE PEARL COLECTION"
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THE PEARL COLECTION

WOOD OF ART
PIECES OF WOOD ARE JOINED TOGETHER TO FORM A 
HARMONIOUS TAPESTRY INSPIRED BY SAND DUNES 
AND PEARLS. A NEW COLLABORATION WITH LISTONE 
GIORDANO

Listone Giordano is synonymous with quality and sophistication. The 
Italian brand is one of the most prestigious and well-known flooring 
labels and includes groundbreaking collaboration with the most 
prominent designers in the world among them Patricia Urquiola, 
Daniel Lago, Matteo Nunziati, Paula Lenti and others. The synergy 
between great innovation and flexibility in production, along with the 
constant search for a distinctive aesthetic appearance alongside 
strict and uncompromising quality, makes the brand one of the 
leading in its field in the world. 

The Pearl Collection has joined other quality brands with which 
Listone Giordano has chosen to collaborate, indicating its 
uniqueness and refined quality. The Pearl Collection hardwood is 
inspired by the plethora of natural pearl colors, sea sand colors, 
and the movement of the wind. Here, nature has received a noble 
and refined interpretation. The hardwood when connected forms 
a harmonious tapestry. It is available in five colors: dark grey pearl, 
grey pearl, light grey pearl, cream pearl and white pearl. The floor 
itself becomes a non-symmetrical puzzle of tiles that connect and 
form a flawless and gratifying space. The surface is smooth, yet 
the colorful and special processing produces an illusion of ruffles, 
bumps and movements similar to sand dunes that change their 
shape when the wind blows upon them. The Pearl Collection is 
a calm and elegant line, it appears different every hour of the day 
depending on how the sun rays and street lights fall upon it. Thanks 
to state-of-the-art technology and premium raw materials, the 
collection makes a statement. Wild nature is presented elegantly, 
asymmetrical tiles form a balanced look and the power of nature is 
translated into a refined presence, emphasizing restrained luxury.

7 Galgalei Haplada, Herzliya Pituah, Parqueteam
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THE PORCELAIN COLLECTION  ‘A WALK IN THE 
GARDEN’ BY THE FRENCH LABEL HERMÈS 
IN COOPERATION WITH NIGEL PEAKE IS A 
COLLECTION YOU NEED TO SHOWCASE IN 
YOUR GLASS PANELED CABINET

Design week in Milan. Hermès, the well-known fashion 
label launches its new porcelain collection, ‘A Walk in the 
Garden’ the result of a fruitful collaboration with the artist 
Nigel Peake. The tableware collection offers a unique 
combination of geometric drawings with botanical motifs 
in rich colors, the artist's signature style. Nigel Peake, 
known for his geometrical drawings and his use of bright, 
bold colors, in this collection expresses nature blooming, 
flowers blossoming, and the splendor of walking through a 
Parisian garden. These designs with floral motifs, provide 
an original look carried across plates, mugs, bowls and 
tea cups.

Renby, Kikar Hamdina
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IN THE PAST, CHURCHES AND LAVISH BUILDINGS 
WERE DECORATED USING THE ANCIENT CRAFT 
OF MOSAIC. TODAY MOSAIC IS USED IN THE 
HOMES OF SOPHISTICATED CONNOISSEURS

The first time I saw mosaic was when I visited ancient Gat as 
a young girl in one of the school's annual trips. I was small 
and full of life and I remember being awed by the botanical 
and human forms made up of small and colorful pieces of 
stone. Since then I’ve been a devoted admirer of the art of 
the mosaic, enthralled by the beautiful pictures and patterns 
created by skillful mosaic masters. 

SICIS is an international luxury brand, known for its 
phenomenal tasteful products. It manufactures high-end 
contemporary mosaic collections which for the most part are 
meticulously handmade in graphic and decorative shapes, 
used for flooring and special wall coverings. The collections 
offer Murano glass mosaics in various textures and finishes 
inspired by textiles and natural materials. In addition, the 
collections include mosaic tiles made of sharply cut marble 
using the company’s "jet" technology, which enables the 
cutting of precise shapes using water jets. 

Assembling small parts in order to create a whole necessitates 
much skill and know how, complex thinking and ample 
creativity. SICIS offers complementary textile collections 
in a vast variety of designs and a plethora of materials that 
correspond with the mosaic works. As experts in the art of 
mosaic, SICIS endorses and supports the Mosaic Art School 
in Ravenna, Italy. 

Noni’s Gallery, Even Sapir St. 4, Tel Aviv-Yafo. 
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